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When I was younger, I always loved to go to the beach or the local sandpit at the

playground. I am always super excited to go to the beach. I would compete with my siblings on

who could make the best sandcastle. I always remember every summer going to my grandparents

in South Carolina and sitting at the beach all day making sandcastles. Sometimes they were not

always the prettiest sandcastles on the beach, but all that mattered to me was that I was having

fun in the sun on the beach.

This is the perfect way to make sandcastles. First, you need to go to a local store that sells

shovels and sandcastle molds; you may also want to get a bucket. After going, find a local sandy

beach or sandpit. Then get comfortable and see what you think will be the perfect place to build

your sandcastle. When making, you always have to remember to take your time and be cautious;

it can break very easily. You will grab the bucket and fill it with sand to the top with a dry and

wet sand mixture because just dry or wet sand will not work. Then quickly flip the bucket over

onto the ground and pull the bucket up, and there you will have your first sandcastle built. You

can keep repeating the process as many times as you want. The more times you fill the bucket

with sand, the more sandcastles you will have. As you build, you can make more exciting

designs by carving out the sides, stacking sandcastles on top of each other, and using water to

help you mold the sand together or make waterfalls.
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Building sandcastles can be straightforward if you find suitable materials or challenging

if the sand is complex and not easy to scoop up into the bucket. When making sandcastles, the

critical thing to remember is that you always want to get the best materials possible. You do not

have to spend a large amount of money. You can be resourceful by using natural resources, like

sticks, water, and different types of sand. You may struggle with finding the perfect piece of

sand. If you use dry sand, it will fall apart, but if it is too wet, it will become a pile of wet sand.

However, nothing is easy in life. You always have to remember that things do not always

last for long. By the end of the day, the tide starts to rise and slowly wash away your sandcastle,

and the next day, you wake up and go to the beach and have little to no sandcastle left. However,

it teaches you that the things right in front of you may not last forever, especially in nature.

Alternatively, it can even happen during the day. You go back to your house for a quick bite for

lunch, and some little kid comes and destroys your sandcastles. That is a significant part of

sandcastles. There is plenty of sand to rebuild another sandcastle. The next time, you can build

more prominent and more creative sandcastles.  Some things can be irreplaceable that sometimes

you do not even realize. It is not just sandcastles; everything around us will not be around

forever. Most people only realize something is gone until after it has gone. Always remember

that in life, everything on earth will die or disappear.

Like there will come the point where your pets and grandparents will not be around

anymore, and sometimes it takes us a long time to realize that the people and animals we love

will not always be in front of us forever. Also, like friends, friends will move on in life, and you

might lose some friends, but we can keep going and move on. I always remember to appreciate

everything I have been given in life and the opportunities I have been given a chance to achieve

my goals in life. For example, skiing has made me realize that life moves quickly and takes in



everything I have to see. Everything around could be taken away due to global warming and

other factors. In the next few years, I may not be able to ski on the glacier all summer and ski

most of the year or be able to see ice caps in Antarctica. I have realized to consider how much

this world has presented me with and that things will change, which I may not realize until they

change. Nevertheless, it taught me to take advantage and realize that things may not last as long

as I would hope for.


